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Online tourist visa application for Sri-Lanka

Our company naming Ezee Flights Travel Pvt Ltd helps the people in attaining the online tourist visa. For
getting the Sri-Lankan ETA, the Sri-Lankan going candidate duly needs to fill an online tourist visa
application for Sri-Lanka.

LONDON - Nov. 16, 2017 - PRLog -- We at Ezee Flights Travel Pvt (Ltd) do offer the people with best
rates in offering the touring and travelling services to Sri-Lanka. We at our company, also help people in
guiding them with accurate guidelines required to fill an online tourist visa application for Sri-Lanka.

The Sri-Lankan going travellers have to simply log into the officialweb portal of Sri-Lankan Embassy for
the complete registration and then do need to fill the online tourist visa application. As per the guidelines
mentioned in the guidebook of Sri-Lankan Embassy, with in the time limit of (48 hours) any individual
looking for an online tourist visa will be settled with a legal permit. The online facility of filling up an ETA
is available during the weeks only. The Sri-Lankan government has taken essentialactions and passable
steps in elevating the root cause behind the illegal immigration and that is the reason behind making ETA
visa, a required visa not just for adults but for kids too.  Thus, an ETA visa has been made as aurgent visa to
travel in Sri-Lanka. The working of ETA is exactlylike an online Sri-Lankan tourist visa.

Guidelines to fill online Sri-Lankan Tourist Visa application given by our company.

1.     It should have the cogency for three months previous to the departure of any individual and must
consist least of two blank pages.

2.     Secondly, the concern person also needs to scan the copy of the first and last page of the passport.

3.     Details like name, housing address, date of birth, occupation should be stated correctly in the online
tourist visa application for Sri-Lanka. At the time of his or her way of visit, the Sri-Lankan Authorities
will assuredlyconfirm all of the details mentioned in the form and only then would give a clear signal for
the migration to tour itineraries to the Sri-Lankan country.

Visit for online tourist visa application : https://www.sri-lankaeta.com/eta-aplication.php
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